Abstract. The complexity of on-line learning is investigated for the basic classes of geometrical objects over a discrete ("digitized") domain. In particular, upper and lower bounds are derived for the complexity of learning algorithms for axis-parallel rectangles, rectangles in general position, balls, halfspaces, intersections of halfspaces, and semi-algebraic sets. The learning model considered is the standard model for on-line learning from counterexamples.
Introduction
The goal of this article is to investigate the complexity of on-line learning for the basic classes of geometrical objects over a discrete domain. The learning model that we consider is the most common one for on-line learning (introduced by Angluin, 1988) . It may be viewed as a machine-independent version of the classical paradigma for learning from mistakes on perceptrons (Rosenblatt, 1962; Nilsson, 1965; Minsky & Papert, 1988) and neural networks (Nilsson, 1965; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Lippmann, 1987) .
A learning process in the learning model that we consider is a dialog between the "learner" and the "environment." The learner proposes "hypotheses" H from a fixed "concept class" G £ 2X over a finite domain X. The goal of the learner is to "learn" an unknown "target concept" CT € C that has been fixed by the environment. Whenever the learner proposes some hypothesis H € C with H ^ CT, the environment responds with some "counterexample" x € H ACT := (CT -H) U (H -CT). The counterexample x is called a "positive counterexample" if x 6 CT -H, and x is called a "negative counterexample" if x € H -CT. A learning algorithm for C is any algorithm A that produces new hypotheses in dependence of counterexamples xj € Hj ACT for the preceding hypotheses Hj. One also refers to these hypotheses as "equivalence queries" (Angluin, 1988) .
The "learning complexity" LC(A) of such a learning algorithm A is defined by LC(A) : = max{i € N | there is some CT € G and some choice of counterexamples for such that
The "learning complexity" LC(G) of a concept class G is defined by LC(C) := min{LC(A) | A is a learning algorithm for G}.
Thus, analogous to the analysis of algorithms for computational problems, one carries out a worst-case analysis for each learning algorithm A. The learning complexity LC(G) of the concept class C is then defined as the learning complexity of the best learning algorithm A for G.
One says that a hypothesis H is a consistent with a positive (negative) counterexample x € X if x E H (x £ H).
The concept classes G that are considered in this article are classes of "digitized" versions of basic geometric objects (similar to Minsky & Papert, 1988) . For any fixed finite dimension d, we fix as domain the set Xn : = {0, . . . , n -l}d (one may view Xn as the set of "pixels" of a digital image representation device). Over this domain we consider the following concept classes:
there is a d-dimensional axis-parallel rectangle with for there is a d-dimensional rectangle with (R need not be axis parallel)
there is a halfspace with there is a ball with and k-SEMI-ALGEBRAIC-SETSn (defined in section 4).
As an aside, we would like to mention that concepts from the concept class BOXn also occur in contexts other than geometry. As an example, we would like to point to the hypothetical situation where one wants to learn from counterexamples the target concept "average-built person," which may be defined as the set of all persons whose weight lies in a certain interval [w1, w2] and whose size lies in a certain interval [s1 , s2] (with unknown parameters w1 , w2, s1, s2).
We show in this article that for any fixed dimension d > 2 one has LC(BOX^) = 6 (log n) (section 2), LC(HALFSPACE n ) = 0(log n) (section 4), LC(k-SEMI-ALGEBRAIC-SETS^) = 0(log n) for any fixed k 6 N (section 4), and LC(BALL^) = 0(log n) (section 5). All these upper bounds are realized by computationally feasible algorithms.
On the other hand, we show that for any d > 2, GP-BOX n and 2-HALFSPACE n require exponentially more learning steps than the classes mentioned above: one has for d = 2 LC(GP-BOX n ) = Q(n) (section 3) and LC(2-HALFSPACE n ) = Q(n) (section 4).
Finally, in section 6 we present a list of open problems. It turns out that for those concept classes C for which we prove LC(G) = 9(log n), the derived bound 0(log n) is very robust with regard to changes of the model for on-line learning. We prove the upper bound 0(log n) in the rather weak model where the learner may only propose hypotheses from C. However, the lower bound l( log n) also holds for the strongest model for on-line learning where the learner may propose arbitrary subsets H c X as hypotheses, and where he can also ask membership queries. In fact, one even has LC-PARTICAL(C) = Q(log(chain(C)) = Q(log n) for those classes C (see Maass & Turan, 1989 , 1992 ) (in the model LC-PARTIAL, the learner may ask arbitrary hypotheses with "don't cares" for arbitrary elements of the domain; chain (G) is the length of the longest chain in C under inclusion).
The parameter log « denotes (up to constant factors) the size of an instant, i.e., the number of bits needed to specify an arbitrary point in the underlying domain X n . Thus a concept class C may be viewed as "polynomially on-line learnable" only if LC(C) is polynomial in log n. Hence, one may interpret the results of the present article as saying that rectangles in general position and intersections of halfspaces are not "polynomially learnable" in the on-line learning model considered, whereas all the other classes of geometrical objects mentioned above are polynomially (in fact: linearly) on-line learnable.
For any fixed dimension d, the concept classes C that are considered in this article have a constant VC-dimension. Therefore any computationally feasible algorithm that assigns to an arbitrary set of positive and negative examples (for a target concept C T € C) some concept C € C that is consistent with these examples provides for these concept classes C a polynomial learning algorithm in the pac-learning model (see Blumer, Ehrenfeucht, Haussler, & Warmuth, 1989; Haussler, Kearns, Littlestone, & Warmuth, 1991) . It also provides a satisfactory prediction strategy in the associated probabilistic prediction model, where one assumes that the probability distribution over instances is time invariant (Haussler, Littlestone, Warmuth, 1987 , 1988 Haussler, Kearns, Littlestone, & Warmuth, 1991) . In contrast, it is easy to see that the common algorithms for assigning to a sequence of examples some consistent concept C € C (e.g., the OCCAM-algorithm that assigns the smallest consistent C € C in the case of BOX n ; see section 2) are not sufficient to provide a polynomial learning algorithm for on-line learning in a non-stochastic setting. Instead, an efficient on-line learning algorithm for the considered concept classes G has to issue hypotheses H that provide a more sophisticated interpolation between the available positive and negative (counter-) examples (in this respect, the hypotheses of an efficient on-line learning algorithm resemble more closely the kinds of hypotheses that a human learner might propose).
The learning algorithms that we present in this article are computationally feasible and consistent (i.e., they only issue hypotheses that are consistent with all preceding counterexamples). Hence they may also be used as efficient learning algorithms in the pac-learning model, or in the associated probabilistic prediction model (Haussler, Littlestone, & Warmuth, 1987 , 1988 . In fact, these learning algorithms appear to be preferable to other efficient pac-learning algorithms for the probabilistic prediction model. They have in addition to their favorable average-case behavior an optimal worst-case behavior. Hence they are more robust than other pac-learning algorithms insofar as they also provide good error bounds if the relatively strong assumptions of this probabilistic model are not met (in particular, if the underlying probability distribution of examples changes over the considered time period). Furthermore their (absolute) error bound of O(log n) is lower than the upper bound on the number of errors among m trials that can be derived for an arbitrary consistent pac-learning algorithm (see Haussler, Littlestone, & Warmuth, 1987 , 1988 , provided that m is not too small.
Some of the results in this article have previously been announced in the extended abstract of Maass and Turan (1989) .
Learning of axis-parallel rectangles
In the first theorem, we consider the concept class for which consists of all rectangular axis-parallel "boxes" that are contained in the discrete d-dimensional space X n := {0, ..., n -l} d . It is obvious that BOX n = {C g X n \ there is a d-dimensional axis-parallel rectangle R = R d with R D X n = C}.
Remark. Perhaps the simplest on-line learning algorithm for BOX n is the "Occam-algorithm," which always chooses as next hypothesis the smallest C € BOX n that is consistent with all preceding counterexamples (see Blumer, Ehrenfeucht, Haussler, & Warmuth, 1989) . It is easy to see that this algorithm needs in the worst case Q(n) learning steps for BOX n (for any dimension d > 1): choose as (positive) counterexample always a point that is just outside of the proposed hypothesis.
Furthermore, there exists a learning algorithm A for BOX n with LC(A) = O(log n) that uses altogether at most O(poly(log n)) computation steps.
Proof. In order to design a learning algorithm for BOX n that learns substantially faster than the naive algorithm (which always outputs the minimal consistent hypothesis), one has to generate hypotheses that interpolate between the minimal consistent hypothesis and some maximal consistent hypothesis.
In the case d = 1, there exists always a unique maximal consistent hypothesis (provided that some point in C T is already known). Therefore it is trivial to construct for d = la learning algorithm A with LC(A) = O(log n): the next hypothesis of A always interpolates halfway between the minimal and the maximal consistent hypothesis ("binary search").
This method cannot be generalized to the case d > 1, since for d > 1 there is in general no unique maximal box that is consistent with the previously received counterexamples. For d = 2, some maximal consistent box may run to the right of some negative counterexample x, while another one avoids x by running below x to the left. This ambiguity corresponds to conflicting "theories" why x is not in the target box (or more precisely, which of the defining conditions for points in the target box are not met by x). For BOX n , as well as for most other concrete concept classes that are discussed below, the interesting point in the design of an efficient learning algorithm lies in the construction of a next hypothesis H that guarantees substantial progress (from any counterexample to H), no matter which of the conflicting "theories" about the explanation of the previously received counterexamples are true.
Technically, this amounts to giving the right definition of "progress" for learning in the considered concept class.
For BOX n , it is useful to measure the learning progress in terms of the number of points in X d that could be a corner-point of the target box (on the basis of all counterexamples received so far).
In the following, we write [i, j] for the set {m € N i < m < j} (we assume that 0 € N). For an arbitrary box and an arbitrary binary string v = (v, ..., v d 
At any point during a learning process, we write S v for the set of all points in X d that could still be the v-corner of the target concept, i.e., S V = {C v | C € BOX n is consistent with all counterexamples received so far}.
The next hypothesis H € BOX n of the learning algorithm is defined in such a way that any counterexample to H removes at least -^ \S V \ points from S V for some v € (0, 1} d (we write \S \ for the number of elements of a set S). Obviously, this guarantees that altogether at most 2 d • log (d+1)/d n d = O(log n) counterexamples are needed. In order to make the idea of the learning algorithm more perspicuous, we discuss first the special case d = 2 (see figure 1 ). The general case is quite similar. For d = 2, the set S(0,0) (respectively, S(0,1), S(1,0), S(1,1)) consists of all points that coincide with the southwest (respectively, northwest, southeast, northeast) corner of some rectangle C € BOXn that is consistent with all preceding counterexamples. Let IN be the smallest C € BOXn that contains all preceding positive counterexamples.
The learning algorithm A for the case d = 2 starts with the hypothesis H1 = 0. After step i, it constructs a hypothesis H : = Hi+l such that any counterexample to H reduces the size of at least one of the sets S(0,0), S(0,1), S (1, 0) , S (1, 1) by one third. We fix a vertical line VERTICAL(0,0) that is rightmost with the property that at least one third of the points of S(0,0) lie on or to me right of VERTICAL(0,0) . Then we fix a horizontal line HORI-ZONTAL(0,0) that is high as possible with the property that at least one third of the points of S(0,0)lie on or above HORIZONTAL(0,0). For S(0,1) , one fixes a vertical line VERTI-CAL(0,1) that is rightmost with the property that at least one third of the points of S(0,1) lie on or to the right of VERTICAL(0,1). HORIZONTAL(0,1) is chosen as low as possible such that at least one third of the points of S(0,1) lie on or below it. VERTICAL(1,1) is chosen leftmost such that at least one third of the points of S(1,1) lie on or to the left of it. The remaining lines are chosen in an analogous fashion.
One chooses as left borderline of the next hypothesis H the rightmost one of VERTI-CAL(0,0), VERTICAL(0,1), and as right borderline of H the leftmost one of VERTICAL (1, 0) , VERTICAL (1, 1) . Analogously, the upper borderline of H is determined by the lower one of the lines HORIZONTAL (0,1) HORIZONTAL (1, 1) , and the lower borderline of H by the higher one of HORIZONTAL (0, 0) , HORIZONTAL (1, 0) .
It is obvious that a positive counterexample that lies strictly to the left of VERTICAL (0,0) (VERTICAL (1, 0) ) will eliminate at least one third of S (0,0) (S (0,1) ). Analogously, any positive counterexample that lies strictly above the upper borderline of H will eliminate at least one third of S (0, 1) or S (1, 1) ; etc. From any negative counterexample to H, one can derive for one of the corners of H (say: the (0, 0) corner) that it does not belong to C T . This implies that besides this (0, 0}-corner (h, v) also all points {i, j) 6 S (0,0) with i < h and j < v can be eliminated. Hence, all points of S (0,0) can be eliminated that lie neither strictly to the right nor strictly above this (0, 0}-corner of H. By the construction of H (and of VERTICAL (0, 0) , HORIZONTAL (0, 0) ), at most (in fact: less than) one third of the points of S (0,0) lie strictly to the right of this (0, 0}-corner (respectively, strictly above this (0, 0)-corner). Hence this negative counterexample eliminates at least one third of the points of S (0, 0) . This finishes the sketch of the learning algorithm for the case d = 2.
In the general case d > 2, one also starts with the hypothesis Hf = 0. After i steps (at which we have received i counterexamples), we construct the next hypothesis H := Hf+i as follows. First, we define for This yields a contradiction to the fact that Hv £ CT, which has been verified before. This completes the proof of the upper bound for theorem 1.
In order to prove that LC(BOX^) = fl(log n), one uses the simple result that LC(C) = Q(log(chain(G))) for any concept class C (Maass & Turan, 1989 , 1992 , where chain(G) is the maximal ( € N such that there exists a chain C\ C C2 C C2 C ... C Cl of con cepts in C. It is obvious that chain(BOX^) > n. D -
The difficulty of learning rectangles in general position
It is shown in this section that the learning of rectangles in general position equires exponentially more learning steps than the learning of axis-parallel rectangles (for dimension d = 2). We write Xn for the two-dimensional grid (0, . . . , n -1}2. The class of rectangles in general position is defined by GP-BOXn : = {C c Xn there is a rectangle R S R2 with R D Xn = C (R need not be axis-parallel)}.
Note that 0 6 GP-BOXn according to this definition. It is obvious that LC(GP-BOXn) < \Xn\ = n2.
Theorem 2. LC(GP-BOXn) = Q(n).
Proof. We design an adversary strategy. The idea of the proof is to fix subsets P and N of the domain Xn so that one can apply for {C D N \ C € GP-BOXn and P g C} a adversary strategy similar to the following well-known one for the concept class SINGLETONSn := { { i } | 1 < i < n} (see Maass & Turan, 1989 , 1992 , This adversary strategy forces the learner to use n -1 hypotheses for learning an arbitrary target concept from SINGLETONSn by responding to each hypothesis {i} 6 SINGLETONSn with the negative counterexample i. Obviously, this adversary strategy for SINGLETONSn relies on the fact that 0 £ SINGLETONSn, which prevents the learner from issuing the hypothesis 0.
The situation for learning GP-BOXn is different, since 0 € GP-BOXn. However, we choose subsets P and N of the domain Xn such that {C fl N \ C 6 GP-BOXn and P c C} does not contain 0. Furthermore, we make sure that one can give for any hypothesis C € GP-BOXn with P c C a negative counterexample that does not eliminate too many other concepts of this type (in analogy to the situation in the adversary strategy for SINGLETONSn).
We choose P := Ball l Xn and N := Ring D Xn for certain sets Ball, Ring that are defined below. Let dist(x, y) be the Euclidean distance between points x, y € R2. We approximate the center of the domain Xn by the point m : = ( n/2\ , \nl2~}). The following ball and ring with center m will be considered (see also figure 2 ):
We assume that n is sufficiently large so that Ball O Ring = 0 and Ring £ {x € R 0 < x < n -1}2. A vertical and a horizontal line through m divided R2 into four quadrants. We will focus on the northwest quadrant Q c R2 (assume that Q contains the points on the horizontal line left of m, but no points from the vertical line).
Our adversary strategy proceeds as follows:
• If (Ball n Xn) £ H for the current hypothesis H, then one gives an arbitrary point from (Ball n Xn) -H as a positive counterexample.
• If (Ball n Xn) <= H, then one gives a point from H H Ring fl Q as negative counterexample, provided that there exists some CT € GP-BOXn that is consistent with this and all preceding counterexamples. Note that all the technical complications of this proof are caused by the fact that the considered geometrical objects (Ball, Ring, etc.) have to be intersected with the discrete domain X n = (0, ..., n -1} 2 .
We will show in claim 2 that this adversary strategy is well defined (i.e., (Ball l X n ) c H implies H D Ring n Q ^ 0). Claim 3 will imply that no learning algorithm can identify arbitrary target concepts from GP-BOX n in o(n) steps if counterexamples are chosen according to this adversary strategy. Claim 1 will be needed for the proof of claim 2. Proof of claim 1. B z contains a closed axis-parallel square with sides of length 1 that is contained in {x 6 R 0 < x < n -1}
2
. Any such square contains a point from X n . Claim 2. Assume that H € GP-BOX n and Ball n X n c H. Then H f~l Ring n Q * 0.
Proof of claim 2. Let R c R 2 be a rectangle with R n X n = H. Then it need not be the case that Ball £ R, although Ball fl X n c H. However, claim 1 implies that the slightly smaller set Ball := {x 6 R 2 dist(x, m) < n/4} is contained in R. Otherwise, Ball -R contains a ball B of radius 1A/2. Claim 1 implies that B fl X n ^ 0, which yields a contradiction to our assumption that Ball H X n c H = R fl X n .
Since Ball' <= R, there exists a square R' < R 2 with sides of length n/2 and center m such that Ball' c R 1 c R. Obviously, R' has a corner CO € Q with dist(C0, m) = V2 • n/4. Let R" R' be a square with sides of length V8 which has the same corner CO. By the definition of Ring, we have R" c Ring. Hence it is sufficient to show that R" fl Q n X n * 0. We partition R" by the line from m to CO into two triangles. The size of R" has been chosen large enough so that each of these two triangles contains a ball with radius 1/V2. By claim 1, each of these two balls contains a point from X n . Since CO € Q, at least one of these two points from X n lies in Q. D Claim 3. Partition Ring O Q into sectors by drawing from the center m in such a way that the Euclidean distance between the intersections of any two adjacent rays with the outer boundary of Ring is 60. Then any square S with center m and sides of length n/2 + 4 intersects Ring D Q in at most two of these sectors (which are necessarily adjacent), provided that n is sufficiently large.
Proof of claim 3. Let CO be the corner of 5 that belongs to the quadrant Q. It is obvious that CO lies on the outer boundary of Ring. Pick one of the two sides of 5 that are incident with CO, and let A be its intersection point with the inner boundary of Ring. Let B be the point where the line m A intersects the outer boundary of Ring. In order to prove the claim, it is sufficient to show that dist(CO, B) < 30. Let D be the point on m CO such that the angle CO D A is orthogonal. By definition of A, the angle A CO D is equal to Tr/4. For sufficiently large n, one has (note that 4 + 2 • V2 is the difference in radius between the inner and the outer boundary of Ring). Hence, thus In order to complete the proof of theorem 2, we observe that the partition of claim 3 partitions Q into > c • n sectors (for some constant c > 0). Hence there are > [cn/2j disjoint pairs of adjacent sectors in Q. For each of these pairs, there exists some C € GP-BOX n with Ball H X n c C such that C fl Ring D Q is contained in this pair of sectors. This observation implies that as long as not more than \_cnl2 \ -2 negative counterexamples have been given by our adversary strategy, there are at least two different possible target concepts C € GP-BOX n that are consistent with all preceding counterexamples. Thus we have shown that LC(GP-BOX n ) > |_cn/2j -2 = Q(n). D
Remark.
It is shown in Bultman and Maass (1991) that LC-MEMB(GP-BOX n ) = 6(log n). Thus rectangles in general position can be learned fast in the stronger on-line learning model where the learner can ask (besides equivalence queries with hypotheses from GP-BOX n ) membership queries "x € C 7 ?" for arbitrary elements x of the domain.
Halfspaces, intersections of halfspaces, and semi-algebraic sets
In this section, we analyze the learning complexity of the concept classes there is a halfspace with there exist coefficients for arbitrary tuples with and there exists some t €R such that for all for an arbitrary fixed dimension d € N -{0} and for arbitrary k € N -{0}. It has been shown that without loss of generality, the coefficients w j , w i1 , .... id and the thresholds t in these definitions can be chosen to be integers (Muroga, 1971 ; see also Maass & Turan, in press ). It is an open question whether there is an elementary geometric construction (as for theorem 1) that shows that LC(HALFSPACE^) = O(log n). The learning algorithm from Maass and Turan (in press) (which is computationally feasible) employs nontrivial tools from combinatorial optimization for the dual space of HALFSPACE^. 2. The learning algorithm for HALFSPACEff from Maass and Turan (in press) is not necessarily consistent. However, it is very easy to make it consistent without affecting its computational feasibility or its error bound: if the algorithm maintains a list of all preceding counterexamples, then for any hypothesis H (before it issues H), the algorithm can check whether or not H is consistent with all preceding counterexamples. If it is not consistent with a preceding counterexample g, it does not issue hypothesis H. Instead, it proceeds (internally) as if g would be the counterexample to this hypothesis H. In this way, it moves to its next hypothesis.
3. One can also show (Maass & Turan, in press) 
, where
The learning algorithm proving this upper bound does not appear to have a computationally feasible implementation. In order to prove the lower bound, one exhibits a chain of concepts from k-SEMI-ALGEBRAIC-SETS^ of length n. D
In contrast to the preceding positive results, we show in the following theorem that one needs exponentially more learning steps to learn the intersection of two halfspaces (see also Maass & Turan, 1990 ). Proof. Similarly to the case of learning semi-algebraic sets, the proof uses a reduction to halfspace learning. The class of semi-algebraic sets defined by a quadratic inequality of the form Ef =1 w,vC, + vv d+1 (Ef =1 ;c/ ! ) > t can be learned by introducing a new variable x d+i for Ef =1 je/ 2 and applying a learning algorithm for HALFSPACE^!_ ])2+1 . The problem with this approach is that this concept class contains balls and complements of balls. If w d+l 7* 0, then the inequality £f =1 w,-;t, + w d+ iCL^x 2 ) > t can be rewritten as This inequality defines a ball in R d iff w d+i < 0, and the complement of a ball if w d+1 > 0. Hence a straightforward application of the halfspace learning algorithm for HALFSPACE^1_ 1) 2 +1 would give rise to a learning algorithm for BALLf that uses both balls and complements of balls as hypotheses.
In order to ensure that all hypotheses of the halfspace learning algorithm correspond to balls, we consider learning a halfspace over the extended domain 
. This implies that LC(A) < LC(A*).
Hence, in order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove a corresponding upper bound for LC(A*). An efficient learning algorithm A* for halfspaces over Y% +1 can be designed in the same way as an efficient learning algorithm for halfspaces over X*. According to Maass and Turan (1989, in press ), the latter problem can be reduced to the design of an efficient algorithm for solving the well-known convex feasibility problem in combinatorial optimization. The only difference between learning a halfspace over Yfj +l and learning a halfspace over X* results from the fact that the integer coefficients of points in the domain Y^+ l are somewhat larger. This gives rise to a somewhat weaker a priori bound on the size of integer coefficients in the linear inequalities that define halfspaces over Y^+ l . In technical terms, a computation using lemmas Al and A2 of Maass and Turan (in press) shows that one can reduce the learning of halfspaces over Yff . It can be shown that LC(BALL^) = O(d 2 log \X\) for every X. Analogously to theorem 6, the learning algorithm uses a reduction to learning a halfspace over the set X' c R d+1 , where with for some sufficiently large k.
Open problems
In this section we list some open problems about on-line learning of geometrical concepts.
We feel that problems 1 and 5 are the most important ones.
